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ABV     41%

200ML    $33

500ML    $76

CLASSIC SERIES

O
LD FASHIONE

D

A timeless classic, the Old
Fashioned is the very definition
of a cocktail. This spirit-forward
concoction uses Okinawa sugar
sourced from Hateruma island,
the southernmost island of
Japan, bursting with a rich,
complex and mineral flavour.
It finishes with a hint of
orange zest.

Maker’s Mark Bourbon Whisky
Okinawa sugar
Orange essence
Angostura Bitters

“I fancy myself
a glass”

Handmade from start to
finish, Maker's Mark has
set high standards for its
craftsmanship and quality.
Aged and hand-rotated in
American White Oak barrels,
the result is a soft, sweet
bourbon with a perfect mellow
-ness. With a generous pour of
Maker's Mark Whisky going
into this Old Fashioned, one
can expect a deliciously smooth
and very approachable cocktail. 



ABV     28%

200ML    $32

500ML    $74

CLASSIC SERIES

NEGRONI

This cult classic is given a
floral lift to create a delightfully
complex, aromatic cocktail.
A touch of grapefruit zestiness
lends an added dimension to
that characteristic bittersweet
flavour of a Negroni.

Complex and multi-layered,
Roku Gin is the ideal spirit
base for a Negroni. Crafted
with six unique Japanese
botanicals harvested in their
respective peak seasons,
Roku Gin gives this cocktail
a floral and sweet aroma, and
also provides a harmonious
balance to its sophisticated
flavour.

Roku Gin
Cinzano Rosso
Campari
Orange flower water
Grapefruit essence

“Every pony
begins a story”



ABV     29%

200ML    $33

500ML    $76

Roku Gin
Mancino Secco
Orange bitters
Amalfi lemon essence
Buddha's Hand essence

A revered classic, this King of
Cocktails is given a zesty finish
with essences from two unique
citrus fruits. The world-famous
Amalfi lemon is prized for its
juiciness and intense aroma,
and the Buddha's Hand is an
unusual looking citron with a
perfume scent, as auspicious
as it is fragrant.

A perfect blend of flavours,
Roku Gin brings a harmonious
balance to the Martini 2021.
Featuring Japanese botanicals
like yuzu citrus for a piquant
freshness, and sansho pepper
for a crisp finish.

“Lift your spirits,
raise your glass”
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Maker’s Mark Bourbon Whisky
Cinzano Rosso
Fabbri Amarena
Rose water

A choice cocktail for the whisky
lover, the Manhattan is a delicious
mix of bourbon and sweet
vermouth with a cherry on top.
This ageless classic harkens back
to the 1880s, maintaining its
popularity till today for its
distinctive blend of aromatic
and sweet flavours.

Maker’s Mark Bourbon stands
out with its smooth, well-
rounded sweetness. Essential
to this Manhattan, it lends a
creamy, caramel note and a full
flavour to each pour.

“The best cocktails
are the ones we
drink together”

ABV     32%

200ML    $33

500ML    $76



ABV     29%

200ML    $34

500ML    $78

SIGNATURE SERIES
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Roku Gin
Sake vermouth
Sakura leaf essence
Merlet Creme de Peche

Mesmerisingly elegant,
this Sakura Martini is imbued
with floating sakura flowers,
reminiscent of spring in Japan.
Made with Japanese sake
vermouth, this martini is smooth
and crisp, with a distinctively
floral character.

The beautiful sakura flower
is symbolic of Japan and the
fleeting beauty of spring.
Harvested only one week in
the year, the Japanese cherry
blossom is handpicked at its
peak to go into the making
of Roku Gin. This uniquely
floral note takes centre
stage in this Sakura Martini.

“Enjoy with life
and laughter”



ABV     27%

200ML    $34

500ML    $78

SIGNATURE SERIES
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Suntory Chita Whisky
Cinzano Rosso
Campari
Chocolate bitters
Cocoa nibs
Orange essence

With the irresistible scent of
chocolate on the nose, this
Chocolate Boulevardier elevates
the bittersweetness of the classic
cocktail. The chocolate bitters
and cocoa nibs add warmth and
complexity, and the orange
essence delivers a hint of zest.

From the House of Suntory,
Chita Whisky is a mild,
smooth single grain whisky
with a clean, clear finish.
Having Chita at the heart of
this Chocolate Boulevardier
carries with it a roasty, barley
-like note that complements
perfectly with the chocolate
tones.

“A jigger for you
and a pony for me”



ABV     28%

200ML    $34

500ML    $78

SIGNATURE SERIES

C
A

SSIS & ROSE

Suntory Chita Whisky
Merlet Creme de Cassis
Cinzano Extra Dry
Haku Vodka
Rose water
Bowmore 12 Scotch Whisky

Luscious in both colour and
flavour, the Cassis & Rose is
a cocktail with an alluring
sweetness. Bursting with an
uplifting blackcurrant character,
it rounds off with a floral aroma
of roses. The perfect tipple with
a touch of romance.

At the heart of the Cassis &
Rose is Chita Whisky. With
an unparalleled sophistication
and delicious smoothness,
Chita imbues the buttery notes
in this cocktail, and pulls all
the different flavours together
harmoniously. 

“The gift of love
and cocktails”



FACEBOOK ponycocktails

INSTAGRAM @ponycocktails

WEBSITE ponycocktails.com

FOLLOW US FOR REGULAR UPDATES
AND COCKTAIL STORIES.


